
 

 

       

November 2016 

Dear Parents, 

Welcome to the second part of the Autumn Term. Half term saw a significant 

amount of business connected to the plans for the refurbishment and expansion 

work and several meetings have taken place with architects and technicians as the 

plan takes shape. Whilst the plans are still with Charnwood Borough Council, 

movement on works and schedules are close to being finalised. At this moment, the 

work will begin in January with a scheduled completion date in September, 2017. 

During this time, the School will continue to function in exactly the same way, 

regardless of the inevitable upheavals and impediments, in terms of high quality 

educational provision, safeguarding and safety. The School will continue to work 

closely with the local community in terms of the expected impact of the building 

works and the eventual expansion of the building – traffic and parking- in the main, 

and with the P.T.F.A.,  whose support is immensely valued. A copy of the drawings 

and plans will be displayed on the School noticeboard showing that this much 

vaunted project now seems very real and exciting. 

Mrs. Moore. 
Headteacher 
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Beaumanor Residential Visit 

The children in Years 3 and 4 spent 

two nights and three days at 

Beaumanor Hall and Park on a 

residential visit. They were totally 

engaged in such challenging 

activities as canoeing, working the 

lock gates and wading across the 

weir on Quorn Loop; archery; rock 

climbing; solving a murder mystery  

and building a camp in which to 

survive adverse weather conditions 

and learning how to co-exist. The 

children were congratulated by the 

organisers of the Park for their 

behaviour and positive attitude. 

Once again, the visit was well 

supported by governors and staff 

and by volunteers, Mrs. Kearns and 

Mr. Lester, who continue to support 

this School in such an important 

way. 

Harvest Festival 

Please see below, a letter received in respect to the 
donations collected at our recent Harvest Festival ... 

WELCOME 
 

Collective Worship. Reverend Sister Mary A’Herne-Smith has joined the 
staff in taking Collective Worship with the whole School. This will offer a 

new dimension to the insight into the Christian element of religious 
education.  
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Thrussington Primary School and Wreake Valley Academy 

Science Club 

This year marks the tenth year of the School’s collaboration in Science with Wreake Valley Academy. An 

after-school club was initiated by the two schools and now serves approximately ten other primary 

schools in seeking to provide opportunities for children to expand their knowledge and understanding of 

Science by working in science laboratories and conducting complex investigations with sophisticated 

equipment and substances (hazardous if not practised correctly).  

Thrussington Primary School’s Year 6 children were invited to attend Wreake Valley Academy’s after-school, Science 

club, one that Thrussington began with Wreake. On the first week, the pupils were excited but were not too sure 

about what to expect. 

On 11th. October, the Year 6 children from Thrussington and other schools from around the area, attended their first 

session. That week, they were taught chemistry and, for many of them, the equipment used, like Bunsen burners and 

acid, were very unfamiliar. 

To begin with, the children had to light spills (splints) and placing them into the gas from the burner to create a flame; 

there is a difference between a safety flame and the hot, operational flam. The first experiment involved using a 

magnesium strip, lifting it with a pair of tongs and placing that strip of magnesium into the roaring blue flam (the full 

oxygenated flame). The pupils were instructed to look away from the flame because it created a very strong white 

glow and could have damaged eyesight. The children learned that magnesium creates an intense heat, as well as light, 

and is a component of fireworks. 

The second experiment was to drop a piece of magnesium into a test tube with a few drops of hydrochloric acid 

(HCO0. This was quite a dangerous thing to do but no-one had an accident. The substances were mixed and then the 

children had to wait for approximately two minutes for the invisible gas  (hydrochloric) rose to the surface of the 

tube.. A boiling tube was placed on the top of the test tube to prevent gas escaping.. After two minutes, the children 

were instructed to remove the boiling tube and place it, at an angle, into the orange safety flame of the Bunsen 

burner – this had to be done quite quickly and the children had to be very careful. After a few seconds, the laboratory 

was filled with squeaky pops from the boiling tubes as the gas was ignited. It was very surprising. 

The third experiment was definitely the children’s favourite because it was so shocking. In a way, the children knew 

what to expect because of the experiments that they had done but it was really startling. A small balloon, that had 

been inflated, was brought into the laboratory and one of the children was asked to set light to the balloon. This was 

done by the child holding a metre long stick with a spill (splint) tied to the end. This was lit and then held to the 

balloon – an enormous “pop” followed. It was ear-deafening! This was then followed by a huge, inflated balloon. A 

pupil from Thrussington, Olivia Backus-Griffin, had to repeat the experiment and an incredibly load noise, and ball of 

flame, followed. The force could be felt across the room. It was terrific! 

The children learned how to use some rather dangerous equipment, including explosive gases and acids. They did well 

and learned about different chemicals and gases, how they can react and some of the uses they can be put to. 

Children of Year 6 

This is one example of the outreach programmes initiated by Thrussington to enhance Science teaching 

and extends to Loughborough Endowed Schools, pharmaceutical companies in 

Loughborough and the University of  Leicester. 
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Mr Patrick Rendall, MBE Chair/Foundation 

Rev’d Sister Mary A’Herne-Smith Foundation (ex-officio) 

Mrs Valerie Brightwell Associate Foundation 

Mrs Diana Clarke Foundation 

Mr Karl Donaghey Foundation 

Mr Nigel Hainsworth Co-opted Governor 

Mrs Janet Heath Foundation 

Mrs Rachel Lehner-Mear Parent Governor 

Mrs Liz Moore Headteacher/principal (ex-officio) 

Dr Nicholas Moore Foundation 

Mrs Angela North-Rose Co-opted Governor.  Vice Chair 

Mr Ryan O’Neill Parent Governor 

Mrs Frances Rendall Foundation 

Mrs Sarah Whitehead Staff (Non-Teaching) 

 

Governors 

The School is in the fortunate position of having a strong Board of Governors, with a range of skills, who 

support the School well. A recent invitation to the community to consider governance was successful and 

we look forward to enhancing our team. Mr. Patrick Rendall has succeeded Mrs. Janet Heath as Chair and 

Mrs. Angela North-Rose has assumed the position of Vice-Chair. On behalf of the School, I would like to 

thank Mrs. Heath for her unstinting support of and vision for the School. Please see below the full list of 

governors. 

Music Lessons 

The School has continued to develop its Music provision for all children with 
amendments to the curriculum and, through its continued contractual arrangement 
with Leicestershire Music Service. Years 5 and 6 pupils have been learning Indian 

Music as part of a Whole Classroom Ensemble Teaching. They have had the 
opportunity to experience popular Indian Classical instruments like Harmonium 

(accordion type instrument), Sitar (stringed lute-type instrument), Tabla (Indian 
drums) and Tanpura (drone). This term, the children are concentrating on Indian 
classical singing and have been learning how to sing Sargam (Indian Solfa) and 
some lively songs which have helped them to sing in a new language and also to 

increase their confidence in singing in groups and as soloists. They will be gearing 
up towards a special  performance, in March, at Loughborough Town Hall.  
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Flu Immunisation 

NHS parent consent forms are to be sent 

out week commencing 28 November 2016.  

The flu immunisation programme will be 

carried out by the Flu Immunisation Team 

at school on Wednesday 11 January 2017. 

10.11.16 Class 1 at Village Hall, The Old Toy Box, Charnwood Museum 

16.11.16 Pudsey Bear Visits School 8.45am 

18.11.16 Children in Need Day 

07.12.16 KS1 SATs Evening 6.30pm 

14.12.16 Christmas Performance in Church 6.30pm 

15.12.15 Christmas Jumper Day 

16.12.16 Whole school pantomime trip to Loughborough 

16.12.16 School closes 

05.01.17 School opens 

11.01.17 Flu Immunisation  

Point of Interest ... 

Logan Toon writes, “ I’m 

interested in classic cars 

and modern cars and I 

was really pleased when 

my brother said that I 

could have a present that he didn’t want any longer – 

a V-8 engine to build.  

I found the engine in pieces in a plastic bag and got it 

out. After three years of struggling with screws,  

building the pistons and putting the electrics in the 

engine, which was the hardest part because it 

wouldn’t work. I thought that they were broken but it 

was because the battery was flat. I sorted that out 

and put the fan on, then the chain and it worked.  It 

was brilliant. I think it will be very hard building a real 

V-8 (it is shaped like a “v”) and putting it in a car, 

though.” 


